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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historical Background

—

The attitude of society to¬

ward the mentally retarded has, in the past few years, passed
through the stages of abhorrance, rejection, and custody to
one of sympathetic care.

Emerging at present seems to be a

movement toward the suitable training of these mentally re¬
tarded.

Under this program classes in special education or

temporary enrollment in a private or state school designed
for the expressed purpose of aiding the mentally retarded
child to become a more effective member of society.

The

second part of this program is community supervision, includ¬
ing sheltered workshops, closely supervised employment, and
the general re-education of the public.
Programs

—

The most highly developed program provides

for the diversified needs of the group: (1) custodial care
for those whose presence in the community would be unbeneficial to its welfare;

(2) specialized care for those whose

needs cannot be met by the community; and (3) training for
those who may, after specialized training, be returned to
take their places in the community with a minimum of super¬
vision.

It is with this latter group that this paper is con¬

cerned.

Whereas, a few years ago, the majority of mentally

retarded children were either placed in state institutions
or carefully protected and hidden within their own homes, the
trend is now to develop within our public schools, special

-3classes tuned to and aimed at meeting the needs of these
children, some of whom fall rather far down on the scale of
intellectual development.
The general increase in the population, along with other
factors, has sharply increased the number of mentally retard¬
ed children in our society.

While it is usually stated that

about one out of every ten retarded children is cared for in
an institution, perhaps the proportion is actually smaller
than this, for the waiting lists are quite long, and, as men¬
tioned above, most parents are keeping these children at home.
Many families find it emotionally impossible to accept insti¬
tutionalism as an answer to their problems.

Some of them be¬

cause of the absence of clearcut diagnoses and prognoses;
some because they are not convinced that this condition is ir¬
reversible; and some because they feel that conditions prevalent
in many institutions are far from satisfactory.
Parents groups have come into being in various parts of
the country under the title of The Association for the Help to
Retarded Children as part of the National Association for ReTarded Children, Inc., and these groups have done much to
bring about a general understanding of the problem, to educate
the layman, to bring about a better acceptance of retarded
children in the communities, and to further the trend of pub¬
lic school education for the retarded child.
It has been only in the last 150 years that there has
been any amount of formal education of the mentally retarded.
However, attempts at training these children dates back to the

-4Middle Ages*

As early as 915 A.D. in Gheel, Belgium work

has been reported#

To Gheel, from other parts of the con¬

tinent, came the epileptic, the psychotic, and the mental¬
ly retarded seeking cure at the Shrine of Saint Daphne.

In

those days these people were generally regarded with distruse, apprehension, and dread - cruel and inhuman treat¬
ment was their lot.

The people of Gheel, when cure at the

Shrine failed, took these unfortunate misfits into their
homes and cared for them.

Since they knew nothing of edu¬

cation and training, they approached the afflicted with
kindness, warmth, and compassion.

Before long these unhap¬

py, unwanted outcast humans became milder, more amenable, and
often became a valuable part of the family life.

To-day this

principle of approach on the affective level is one of the
primary, basic factors in the training and education of the
mentally retarded.
The next noted attempt to work with the mentally re¬
tarded came around 1620, when a Spanish physician, Juan Pablo,
attempted to educate a group of retarded children in Madrid.
Not too much is known of his work other than that he was con¬
sidered radical by his colleagues, and was finally forced to
flee to Paris.
In 1800, before the Academy of Sciences in Paris, Itard
presented the case of the "Savage of Aveyron".

He contended

that the boy was merely "untaught" and that through a care¬
fully planned program of training, he would be able to make

-5him a normal boy.

In 1805, Itard reported to the Academy

that his efforts had resulted in failure*

We know to-day,

however, that Itard1s work was not a failure, for it was the
first attempt at truly scientific efforts on the behalf of re¬
tarded children*

In his work were many fine suggestions, and

his program not only stimulated interest, but served as a
guide for many later workers in the field.
One of Itard*s pupils, Dr. Edouard Sequin, followed close
in his teacher*s footsteps, and in 1837 established a school
for retarded children in Paris.

His was the first attempt at

scientific classification of the mentally retarded.

He later

came to this country and was instrumental in the formation of
the American Association on Mental Deficiency here in 1876.
The first effort to aid the mentally retarded in this
country began in 1818 at Hartford, Connecticut.

In 1848, the

first experimental school for the mentally retarded was es¬
tablished in South Boston, Massachusetts, and in 1890, the
first special classes for the mentally retarded in public
schools were instituted in Rhode Island.
At the present time, the greatest growth in training pro¬
grams for the mentally retarded is found in the state insti¬
tutions and in the numerous private schools throughout the
dountry, but the public schools are making great advances, us¬
ing as guides some of the better programs found in the institu¬
tions.

The progress is far from uniform throughout the for¬

ty-eight states, and much more needs to be done.

Massachusetts,
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on the institutional level, has been both historically and
developmentally one of the leaders in the field, but in the
area of public school education, a definite law providing
for the truly mentally retarded child’s free education has
only recently come into being.
Dr. Louis E. Rosenzweig has pointed out that:
"Public education has moved slowly in the
direction of educating all the children of all
the people.
Since 1900, state and local leg¬
islation has made some provision for the men¬
tally retarded, although almost without excep¬
tion such public education has been limited to
those children with I.Q.’s above 50. The the¬
sis upon which such legislationhas been based
is that children who exhibit capabilities be¬
low this level are not able to profit suffi¬
ciently from such educational opportunities...
Thus children with capabilities below the 50
level are given the privilege of entering in¬
stitutions specially created for them or of
remaining at home without benefit of any ed¬
ucation or other professional aid. Although
this seems to represent some alternates and
therefore some choice, in practice, actually
no choice exists. There are not sufficient in¬
stitutional facilities to care for this group
if all of them were to choose this course of
action. It has been estimated that institu¬
tional provisions exist only for 20 to 30 percent
of this group.••.Whole family groups are seris
ously affected by the presence of a mentally
retarded child in their midst who is receiv¬
ing no professional help or training, and who,
as a result, becomes an increasing burden to
them and to the society in which they live....
Thus society has two courses of action open
to it; to create sufficient institutional
facilities for all such children and to
make placement mandatory by law; or to make
public school education facilities avail¬
able to aid this group if the parent is giv¬
en free choice. Since the former is abhor¬
rent and unrealistic in a free society, the

-7latter seems to be the only logical and
feasible course of action.
Special Education has itself seen many changes in its
basic philosophies since the early days of special classes
in Rhode Island.

Each may have been a necessary and val¬

uable step in the development of successful programs, and
some school systems still cling to philosophies long dis¬
carded by more progressive groups.
One of the earliest ideas can probably best be expres¬
sed as a "relief philosophy”.

Here special classes were es¬

tablished to relieve the normals in the regular classes.

The

removal of the slow learners from the general group and plac¬
ing them, without definite program, in a classroom sway from
the rest of the school where they might spend their time do¬
ing little other than what they wanted was the method used
to preserve the normal child and remove the disturbing in¬
fluence.
The philosophy of "happiness", more enlightened perhaps
but hardly more productive, followed.

Here was the idea of

removing the retarded child from the unhappy classroom sit¬
uation 8nd placing him with his mental peers.

But here the

groups were too heterogeneous and the program ill-defined.

1.

Rosenzweig, Louis E.
"Report of a School Program
for Trainable Mentally Retarded Children" Amer¬
ican Journal of Mental Deficiency. Vol. 59 > ("October, 1954) #2. pp. 181-183.
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Then came the idea that the retarded child was probably
receiving a sufficient education by performing manual tasks
such as finger painting, poster drawing, developing dramat¬
ic presentations, etc.

With time, however, it was realized

that such a program left the retarded child without any real
facility in meeting adult responsibilities, it merely was a
way of keeping him occupied and contented.
It was soon realized that the retarded child did actu¬
ally have some capabilities, and thus came the emphasis on
the "return to the grades" or "salvage" philosophy.

Academ¬

ic training was stressed far out of proportion to the child’s
needs or abilities, and the movement was soon abandoned.
"It is recognized today that no philosophy is valid for
the education of the retarded that does not guide us into
providing an education beneficial to the retarded themselves.
Such a philosophy must be based on a realistic view of the
strengths and weaknesses of these children as well as on the
place they will eventually take in society."2

We realize

now that if the mentally retarded child is to achieve the
most, he must be given a different developmental program
rather than a remedial or impractical adaptation of a normal
school program.

2.

Hungerford, Richard H., and Rosenzweig, Louis E.
"Development of Special Education for the Men¬
tally Retarded." The Journal of Exceptional
Children. Vol. 10 , (May, 1?44)
pp 210-213.

-9A successful program in special education "must give to
each child a competency in the following:
(1) The technique of self-measurement, selfknowledge*
(2) A knowledge of suitable job families and
social requirements.
(3) The 'drive* or desire for social contrib¬
ution.
The whole program for the mentally retarded must be
built around the achievement of vocational and social com¬
petence, for here, if anywhere, the retarded will most near¬
ly approach normalcy."3

3.

Eungerford, Richard H., DeProspo, Chris J.,
and Rosenzweig, Louis E.
"Education of
the Mentally Handicapped in Childhood and
Adolescence.” Am. J. of Ment. Def», Vol. 57,
(October, 1952) #2, pp. 214-228.

CHAPTER II
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CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE
The Problem Defined

—

The purpose of this paper is to

set up a class in Special Education which will be as close to
the ideal as possible, but yet well within the scope of the
school system in which it will be operating:
Procedure

—

In order to determine the ideal an inves¬

tigation of the provisions of recent legislation was attacked
first.

The next step was a survey of the literature dealing

with the types of mental deficiency, the setting up of classes
for them, and their instruction.
Questionnaires were sent to private and state schools
throughout the country/that were recommended by the American
Association on Mental Deficiency^ to investigate the methods
and materials that are used at this level and to help in the
setting up of a questionnaire that would be sent to school sys
terns in Massachusetts.

The respondents to this private and

state school questionnaire are listed in Appendix

I.

The names of ninety special class teachers were obtained
from Mr. Philip Cashman of the Division of Special Education
and a three page, thirty-one question, questionnaire was sent
to them.

A follow-up questionnaire was sent to the fifty

teachers that did not reply to the original to increase the
number of respondents.
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The replies to these questionnaires were tabulated and
significant conclusions, that would help in the setting up
and organization of a special class were drawn and are re¬
ported in the final chapter.

CHAPTER III
LEGISLATION AND PROVISIONS

CHAPTER III
LEGISLATION AND PROVISIONS
Chapter $14 of the Acts of 1954

—

This chapter, ap¬

proved on May 28, 1954, calls for the establishing of a Div¬
ision of Special Education in the State of Massachusetts.
This division is to direct and supervise all special educa¬
tion supported in whole or in part by the commonwealth or
any of its subdivisions.
Chapter 69 of the General Laws was amended by this leg¬
islation by the insertion of a section providing that one
half of the cost of the expenses of the instruction, training,
and support of the children in special classes, including ne¬
cessary traveling expenses, be reimbursed to the towns by the
commonwealth upon approval of the department and certification
by it that such classes meet the standards and requirements
prescribed by it.
Chapter 70 of the General Laws was amended by the inser¬
tion of a section stating that in addition to payments pro¬
vided by the above, the state treasurer shall annually pay
from the proceeds of taxation on incomes to any city or town
such sums as may be certified by the commissioner on account
of classes conducted for handicapped children.
Chapter 71 of the General Laws was amended by the addi¬
tion of Section 5, which ruled that the school committee of
every town shall annually ascertain the number of mentally

-15retarded children in attendance in its public schools or of
school age and not in attendance.

Such children are to be

placed in the following classifications:
mentally retarded;

(1) the educable

(2) the trainable mentally retarded; and

(3) the custodial mentally retarded.
At the beginning of the school year, the committee of
every town where there are five or more such children, shall
establish special classes for the instruction of the educable
and for the trainable mentally retarded.

If there are less

than five such children in the town, the committee may estab¬
lish special classes, or may join with other communities in the
establishing of special classes.

Any town having less than ten

mentally retarded children may also join with another or sev¬
eral other communities in the establishing the necessary spe¬
cial classes, but this must be done with the approval of the
department.
Finally, Chapter 71 of the General Laws is added to with
the provision that any parent or guardian of any child classi¬
fied as mentally retarded may apply in writing to the depart¬
ment for a review of the case.
Regulations

—

The Regulations of the Division of Spe¬

cial Education were set up and approved in December of 1954*
There are twenty-two regulations, and most are quoted here in
part.
"1. The school committees of every town shall
annually ascertain....the number of children
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retarded in mental development in attendance
upon its public schools, and of school age
and resident therein*
2. The term ’school age’....shall mean the
chronological age at which children in a town
are allowed to attend public schools* No
mentally retarded child shall be excluded
from or denied the right to attend special
classes merely because of age*
3. Medical examinations shall be performed
by the family physician, school physician or
other registered physician of Massachusetts*.
••Reexaminations, both physical and mental,
shall bemade at least every two years.
4. Psychological examinations shall be giv¬
en by qualified examiners employed by public
schools and approved by the Department of Ed¬
ucation and the Department of Mental Health.
5. Mentally retarded children shall be clas¬
sified as follows:
a. ’The Educable*’ Children who re¬
ceive a score of from *50 to .79 on
an intelligence test.
b.
’The Trainable’.
Children who
receive a score of from .20 to .49
on an intelligence test....and in
exceptional cases other children who,
in the opinion of the superintendent
of schools, and subject to approval
...are incapable of performing the
school work of Grade I.
c.
’The Custodial’.
Children who
receive a score of below .20 on an
intelligence test....and other chil¬
dren who due to mental retardation
are in need of constant supervision
and care.
Only those ‘Educable* and ’Trainable’ children
whose presence is detrimental to the members
of their class or school shall be enrolled in
a special class.
6. All mentally retarded children with I.Q.’s
.79 and below shall be placed in special clas¬
ses except those cases that are approved.
7.

The rooms or buildings in which mentally

-17retard ed children are housed shall be equal
to the best available to other children in
the town with adequate lighting, ventilating,
and heating facilities*
3.
The equipment and materials used in the
training of mentally retarded children**..
shall meet the highest standards of modern
education.
9.
Certification standards for teachers of
special classes for mentally retarded chil¬
dren:
a* A bachelor’s degree or a di¬
ploma from a four-year course in
a normal school approved by the
Board of Education*
b.
...a minimum of thirty semes¬
ter hours in education courses
approved for the preparation of
teachers of special classes.*.•
regularly appointed teachers with
three years of classroom experi¬
ence may qualify on completion
of a minimum of twelve semester
hours....special class teachers
shall be approved...before they
assume their duties*
10.
The enrollment in a class for educable
mentally retarded shall not exceed 18.
11.
The enrollment in a class for trainable
mentally retarded shall not exceed 12.
12.
Classes for the educable...shall be con¬
ducted sometime within the same hours as reg¬
ular classes.
13.
Classes for the trainable...shall be con¬
ducted for not less than 2j hours per day.
14. All public school children of school age
found to be educable mentally retarded and
trainable mentally retarded shall be placed
in special classes unless other instruction,
approved...is provided.
15. No child shall be placed in a special
class unless the examination shows him to be
educable...or trainable...except with...ap¬
proval.

16. Educable...and trainable...shall be en¬
rolled in separate special classes.
17. An accurate, complete, up-to-date, cumu¬
lative record of every child found to be men¬
tally retarded...shall be kept.
18. Reports of school progress shall be made
to parents at least quarterly.
19* In classes for the educable...at least 2
hours a day shall be given to some form of hand¬
work approved by the Department of Education."
Regulations 20, 21, and 22 deal with reimbursement and
annual census, and are not pertinent to this study.

CHAPTER 17
DEFINITION OF TERMS

CHAPTER IV
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Intelligence

—

Through the years there has been much

controversy regarding the basic factors which go to make up
one1s "intelligence".

Since the criterion for selection of

pupils for special education will be the intellectual ability
of the specific child, it seems essential that we have a fair¬
ly clear picture of what is meant by this term.
Some psychologists emphasize the capacity to learn as a
criterion of intelligence, others believe that ability to use
abstract concepts defines intelligence, and still others de¬
fine intelligence in terms of the adequacy with which an in¬
dividual solves his problems.
One of the first to define the term was Ebbinghaus^- who
felt that intelligence was the "ability to combine the ele¬
ments of experience or the integrative ability."

Binet2 3 felt

that judgment was the most important factor in intelligence.
He included in his definition such things as memory, compre¬
hension, etc.

Thorndike^ felt it was a much broader thing

1.

Ebbinghaus, I. "Uber eine nene Methode zur Prufung
geistiger Fahigkeiten und ihr Anwendung bei Schuklindern." Zeitschrlft fur Psychologie der Sinnesorgans. 1897, 13, P# 401.

2.

Binet, A.
"Nouvelles rescherches sur la Mesure du
Niveau Intellectual Chez les Enfants." Annee Psyohologique,
1908, 14, PP* l-4«

3.

Thorndike, E.L. Educational Psychology. Vol. 3,
Teacher’s College, Columbia Univ., N.Y. 1914, PP*
358-371
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and stated his definition as: "...the sum total of spe¬
cific abilities."

Freeman^- expressed it as the "...fac¬

ulty with which the subject-matter of experience can be or¬
ganized into new patterns."
Perhaps one of the more widely accepted definitions to¬
day is that of Wechsler^ whose position is:
"Intelligence is the aggregate or global ca¬
pacity of the individual to act purposefully, to
think rationally, and to deal effectively with
his environment. It is global because it char¬
acterizes the individual’s behavior as a whole;
it is an aggregate because it is composed of el¬
ements or abilities which, though not entirely
independent, are qualitatively differentiable.
By measurement of these abilities, we ultimate¬
ly evaluate intelligence. But intelligence is
not identical with the mere sum of these abil¬
ities, however inclusive.
There are three im¬
portant reasons for this: 1) The ultimate pro¬
ducts of intelligent behavior are not only a
function of the number of abilities or their
quality but also of the way in which they are
combined, that is, upon their configuration.
2) Factors other than intellectual ability, for
example, those of drive and incentive, enter in¬
to intelligent behavior.
3) Finally, while dif¬
ferent orders of intelligent behavior may require
varying degrees of intellectual ability, an ex¬
cess of any given ability may add relatively lit¬
tle to the effectiveness of the behavior as a
whole. It would seem that, so far as general in¬
telligence is concerned, intellectual ability as
such merely enters as a necessary minimum."

Freeman, F. N. Mental Tests.
Mifflin Co.
1926, p. 489
5.

New York: Houghton-

Wechsler, D.
The Measurement of Adult Intelligence.
Baltimore: Williams and Wilkens Co., 1941*
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Mental Deficiency or Mental Retardation

—

The defini

tion of this term has been a source of much discussion and
must, of course, be defined in the light of the standards of
the society in which it is to be applied*

Even current au¬

thorities in the field are not agreed on the exact meaning
of the term*

Yepsen^ feels that our definitions do not de¬

fine retardation, but are instead descriptions of its re¬
sults*

He defines mental deficiency thusly:
"Mental Deficiency is a term used to des¬
cribe a group of persons, children or adults,
who because of a retardation in mental devel¬
opment require special educational advantages
and/or social and economic adjustments in or¬
der that they may reach the maximum of adjust¬
ability in any environment."

Kuhlman? states that the misunderstandings are a result of
our trying to include in the term "mental deficiency" a num¬
ber of things usually but not universally associated with it
He offers the following definition:

"Mental deficiency is a

mental condition resulting from a subnormal rate of develop0

ment of some or all mental functions*"

Doll° has stressed

social incompetence in his definition:

6.

Yepsen, L.N.
"Defining Mental Deficiency." Am*
J. of Ment. Def.. 1941-42, Vol. 46. pp. 200-205.

7*

Kuhlman, F.
"Definition of Mental Deficiency*"
Am* J* of Ment* Def*, 1941-42, Vol* 46. pp* 2-6-214*

.

8

Doll, E.A.
"The Essentials of an Inclusive Concept
of Mental Deficiency*" Am. I. of Ment. Def., 194142, Vol. 46. pp. 214-2137

-23"Mental Deficiency is a state of social in¬
competence obtaining at maturity, resulting from
developmental mental arreHt of constitutional
(hereditary or acquired) origin;
the condition
is essentially incurable through treatment and
unremediable through training except as treat¬
ment and training instill habits which super¬
ficially or temporarily compensate for the lim¬
itations of the person so affected while under
favorable circumstances and for more or less
limited periods of time."
Degrees of Mental Retardation
varies both in degree and kind*

—

Mental Deficiency

Under the regulations set

up by the Division of Special Education, the degrees of men¬
tal retardation fall under three broad headings:

1)

the ed-

ucable, 2) the trainable, and 3) the custodial.

These terms

are synonymous with the more widely used terms:

1) the mo¬

ron, 2) the imbecile, and 3) the idiot.

In considering these

individually, the lowest will be dealt with first.
The Idiot

—

This is the lowest form of mental deficien¬

cy and individuals under this classification hardly ever reach
a mental age of two or three years.

The idiot only seldom

learns to walk and even when he does, his gait is clumsy and
uncertain.

He can do nothing for himself and it is impracti¬

cal to teach him even the fundamental habits of cleanliness.
His I.Q,. falls below 20 (the custodial group) and he is def¬
initely not a candidate for special education.
The Imbecile
tardation.
eight years.

—

This is the next grade of mental re¬

The mental age here ranges from three to seven or
Muscular coordination is poor; he is generally

incapable of managing himself; and at the lower end of this

—24—
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level, he is only slightly trainable.

The Imbecile, however,

can be taught to do simple tasks, particularly of a manual
type.

With proper teaching methods he can usually complete

the first and second grades.

He is seldom capable of carry¬

ing on independentally, but must be watched and closely su¬
pervised in any task.
memory.

Attention span is very limited as is

Verbal ability remains quite low level.

range is from 20 - 50.
The Moron

—

mental defectives.
en or twelve years.

The I.Q.

These are the "trainable" children.

The Moron is the highest grade of the true
His mental age ranges from eight to elev¬
He seldom presents any of the physical

abnormalities of the more severely retarded and thus he is
frequently thought of as just being slow or dull without the
general public realizing that he is actually incapable of the
accomplishments of the normal child.

He often completes Ele¬

mentary School and sometimes even Junior High School.
defective in reasoning and judgment.
poor and he is easily distracted.

He is

His attention span is

In the areas of original¬

ity, inventiveness, constructive imagination, and reasoning,
he falls far below the expected norm.

Since he is quite sug¬

gestible, lacks good judgment, and tends to be less inhibited
than the normal child, he is often easy prey for the more in¬
telligent delinquents looking for partners or "flunkies" for
their acts.

"If the dull child shows unfavorable traits more

frequently than do those of average ability, it is because
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they have more reason for despair."9
usually from 50-70.

The I.Q,. range here is

He falls within thie "educable" group.

Above this moron group (higher up the intellectual scale)
we find the Borderline (70-80) and the Dull Normal (80-90)
groups.

These children may at times come into special educa¬

tion, but frequently they remain in the regular classes, al¬
though the former seldom complete high school.

Members of the

latter group have, however, even been found in some of our col¬
leges.
There are several clinical types of mental deficiency and
although it would be well for teachers working in the field of
special education to be familiar with these types, they are
seldom seen in classes in that they are almost always very low
grade and found in the category of "custodial care".
Generally speaking, and by way of summary, the mentally
retarded child is notable defective in judgment and reasoning,
defective in determining relationships, but often proficient
in rote memory.
child.

He is also less inhibited than the normal

His interests are those of a child much younger and

his emotional life is also at this lower level.

His attention

span is short and his verbal ability definitely limited.
haps his basic characteristic, in short, is limitation.

Per¬
Lim¬

itation in learning speed, adaptive power, and competition.
He can sometimes follow well, but he can never lead, and the

9*

Cole, Luella and Morgan, John J.B. Psychology of
Childhood and Adolescence. New York: Hinehart and
Co., Inc. 1947*

26older he gets, the more apparent his differences from his
normal brothers and sisters become.
Prognosis and Diagnosis

—

Although these two terms are

fairly well understood, there tends to be a question as to just
what they mean when applied to the mentally retarded child.
Both concepts are of great importance to parents and both are
questions to which the answers are continually sought.

In di¬

agnosis of the mentally retarded child, the interest is not in
a term classification, but in the etiology of the case; in oth¬
er words, "Y/hat caused this child to be other than normal?
it a birth injury?

Was

Was it heredity, implying something lurk¬

ing in the ancestry of one or both parents?

Or was there some

toxic agent that attack the embryo early in its development?”
These questions parents ask and which often can not be answer¬
ed.

When answers are not forthcoming, parents sometimes con¬

vince themselves that since the doctors and psychologists can
not tell them what has caused the unfortunate event, then per¬
haps their child will one day outgrow his retardation and be¬
come a normal child.

Another question asked by every parent

who talks with th6 psychologist is, "Will my child ever be able to learn at all?” or ”Will my child learn to walk?"

or

”What will he be like by the time he lives to be sixteen?”
When a mentally retarded child is seen early in life, progno¬
sis (prediction of the future) is at best risky, and most pro¬
fessional workers prefer to proceed with caution along these
lines.

Predictions from I.Q.’s can be made, but they do not

-27take into consideration all the other factors and presses to
which the child will be subjected before the predicted date
is reached.

In the case of very low grade mentally defect¬

ive children, however, it is safe to say that prognosis is
always poor.
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Who Makes the Best Teacher of the Mentally Retarded
Child

—

There has been much written and much said about who

makes the best special class teacher.
that understanding of the problem
handicapped is necessary.

It is generally agreed

and sympathy with those s6

She must also know something of the

world in which the retarded live, the nature of mental retar¬
dation, what makes ordinary education impractical for these
youngsters, and what refinements of regular teaching methods
are necessary in order to make good teaching "take" for slow
learners,
Mrs, Janet Bayles^, Teacher of the mentally retarded in
the San Diego City Schools has listed ten points which she
feels are extremely significant for a successful special class
teacher:
"1.
The teacher should see the need for and be
in sympathy with the philosophy behind a spe¬
cial program for the mentally retarded,
2, The teacher should have a well-balanced,
emotionally mature personality,
3,
The teacher should have a good understand¬
ing of acceptance of children,
4,

1.

The teacher should be able to create and

Bayles, Janet,
"Who Makes the Best Teacher of the
Mentally Retarded-A Panel Discussion," American
Journal of Mental Deficiency, Vol. 58, (Oct, 1953)
#2, pp, 251-267.

30maintain an effective relationship with others.
5* The teacher should be willing to seek help
from all sources available.
6.
The teacher should have a special skill in
planning and organizing.
7.
The teacher should have good physical heal¬
th and maintain a good appearance.
8.

The teacher should have adequate training.

9.
The teacher should gain satisfaction from
her work.
10. The teacher should be able to guide and
counsel children wisely."
Fred R. Bode2, Psychologist, Special Training Classes,
San Diego County Schools, discusses ten points which he feels
are necessary characteristic of the successful special class
teacher.

The following are taken from his discussion:
"1. Acceptance:
This I feel, is one of the
most important characteristics a teacher should
posses....the teacher must be able to accept
him as an individual who in his own way, has a
contribution to make.
2. Interest and understanding in the Mentally
Retarded:
It is necessary that the teacher
understands herself as well as her students..
..it is important that the teacher understands
the cause of her reaction to the students as
well as the student's reaction to the teacher.

*

3.
Originality and Creativeness:
The mental¬
ly retarded children are not original or cre¬
ative in their thinking. It is necessary that
a good teacher must have these qualities at

2.

Bode, Fred R.
"Who Makes the Best Teacher of the
Mentally Retarded-A Panel Discussion." American
Journal of Mental Deficiency. Vol. 58, (Oct. 1953)
#2, pp. 251-26?
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experiences and worthwhile curriculum pro¬
jects are developed to the fullest extent by
the teacher.
4. Patience and Sympathy: Mentally retarded
children are not only slow in learning because
of their apparent retardation, but also suffer
very often from either emotional, physical, so¬
cial or psychological difficulties, or from a
combination of one or more of these problems.
5.
Sense of Huijor:
It is important that men¬
tally retarded children find happiness in life.
A good laugh a day is a very fine therapeutic
measure in that it gives them an opportunity
to release the tension and built-up emotional
strain.
6. Good Personal Hygiene: It is very essen¬
tial that the teacher of mentally retarded
children be emotionally stable. One who is
able to help her children grow socially or
otherwise must be a well adjusted individual
herself....it is important for the teacher
to develop good mental hygiene habits in or¬
der for her to maintain her equilibrium.
7.
Tact: A larger percentage of these chil¬
dren have experienced failure in the general
education program.
They do not expect to suc¬
ceed and they expect to be ’picked on’. The
teacher who is lacking in tact will only make
many already bad situations worse.
8. Vitality:
The teacher who is going to meet
the needs of her children and carry out all the
work necessary to have any success with them
needs a great deal of vitality. Because of the
constant mental strain it is very important that
physical well being is maintained at all times.
9. Personal Appearance:
Children are very con¬
scious of good personal appearance on the part
of their teacher. Many of these children come
from homes in the lower socio-economic levels
which are neither neat nor beautiful. It is
necessary that they have a teacher who is attrac¬
tive in her personal appearance because they re¬
act favorably to this.
10.

Proper training:

It is essential that teach-

-32ers of these children have proper teacher train¬
ing in order to be successful in their work. As
a teacher obtains a wide background of experi¬
ences it is necessary to supplement and increase
her efficiency through in-service training....
the teacher of the mentally retarded must not
only be a good classroom teacher, but the best
teacher we can find*"
Richard H. Hungerford^, Editor, American Journal of Men¬
tal Deficiency, states the following:
"Repeatedly it is said that the mentally re¬
tarded need a smypathetic, friendly person as
a teacher. My only quarrel with this state¬
ment is that it leads many communities to ac¬
cept motherly souls, who dole out jam and Es¬
kimos instead of teaching. And the mentally
retarded, above all children, need a teacher one who will inspire them and guide them in
acquiring the vicarious learnings that can de¬
termine whether they will become custodial or
independent adults. Other children may learn
in spite of inadequate teaching. But only re¬
alistic teaching can give the mentally retard¬
ed a semblance of social and economic compe¬
tency.
It goes without saying that an understand¬
ing of the problem and sympathy with those so
handicapped is necessary in the teacher. But,
these, without certain measurable skills in
the teacher lead to either the failure or suc¬
cess of the children. For the mentally retard¬
ed like the rest of the exceptional, and prob¬
ably like all of us, must be taught to accept
reality and fitted to perform a needed role in
that reality. And to do these things, teachers
need far more than sympathy."
As pointed out in an earlier chapter, the Division of
Special Education has made certain educational and psycho¬
logy courses a must for special class teachers.

3.

Other as-

Fungerford, Richard H.
"Who Makes the Best Teacher
of the Mentally Retarded-A Panel Discussion." American
Journal of Mental Deficiency. Vol. 38, (Oct. 1953) //2
pp. 231-267.

-33pects of their qualifications and ability to handle the job
of teaching mentally retarded youngsters has been left to
the discretion of the hiring Superintendents,
The Need Tor the Psychologist

—

Clinical experience

has shown that scores on intelligence tests are not neces¬
sarily good measures of onefs intelligence, for these scores
leave out the factor of social adaptation which is a much a
part of intelligence as is the ability to define words and
perceive analogies.

Then too, I,Q.fs on different tests are

not exactly equivalent, a knowledge of various tests and ac¬
quaintance with their standardization and limitations is
highly desirable.

An individual who is capable of support¬

ing himself and managing his own affairs with ordinary pru¬
dence is not feeble-minded, regardless of his I.Q.

Psycho¬

logists are well aware of the limitations of their own tools,
and take these things into consideration when making their
diagnosis and recommendations.

For this reason, individual
*

testing done by a trained Psychologist, is far superior to
any group testing done by a teacher.

The Psychologist,

through his experience and training, is able to observe his
subject closely 8nd determine such important things as the
amount of cooperation given, his persistence, the amount of
emotional upheavel in the testing situation, and any unusual
or bizarre test behavior either in approach or attack.
The Psychologist is also alert to emotional problems or
conflicts within the child which would tend to make training,

-34even on the special class level, highly impractical.

Further¬

more, although the feeble-minded can be studied as a single
group, their psychological reactions are by no means the same.
They differ even among themselves almost as much as they do
from the rest of the population.

The failure to recognize

these individual differences within the group frequently re¬
sults in a failure to develop and train the retarded child to
his fullest potential.

The discovery of these differences and

the planning of a program to encompass them is the job of a
trained Psychologist.
The Psychologist also has a large and important role in
educating the parents and the general population of a commun¬
ity on the plade of the mentally retarded child, and working
with parents in counseling sessions and in home program plan¬
ning.
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General Aims:

—

The object in educating the mentally

retarded child is to teach him whatever he has the ability
to learn rather than to attempt to make his training conform
to that of a "normal” child.

He should be taught to perform

useful tasks in a program designed to prepare him to take his
own place in a social and economic world rather than to be
confronted with the impossible program of attempting to edu¬
cate him to take a place on a level of which he is not capa¬
ble.

He can be taught the fundamental habits of hygiene and

cleanliness, manual arts, routine tasks, and, wherever the ca¬
pacity merits it, instruction should be given in academic work*
The primary purpose of special education should be to help the
*s

child to become socially adequate and economically competent.
One of the basic factors in the education of the mentally
retarded child is training, that is repetition os the same sim¬
ple task for what seems, to the casual observer, an eternity.
It means doing the same thing over and over in the same way,
for a slight change in either approach or attack may result in
a complete failure on the part of the child to perform the act.
Dr. Slise Martens-*-, former Chief of the Section for Ex~
ceptional Children and Youth in the U.S. Office of Education

1.

Martens, Elise K, Curriculum Adjustments for the Men¬
tally Retarded: A Guide for Elementary and Secondary
Schools (Rev.) Office of Education Bulletin No. 1,
1950. U.S. Government Printing Office, V/ashington, D.C.

-37has pointed out:
"Education for the mentally retarded is not
different in its aim from education for any
group of children.
This aim is to teach the
individual how to live better; to teach him
to use all of his capacities; to teach him
to become a useful and a contented member of
the social group.
Whether he is in a day
school or in a residential school, the gen¬
eral purpose is the same.
The social group
of which he is a member may be the communi¬
ty at large or it may involve the more cir¬
cumscribed life of the institution.
Yet the
aim is always to make him a better and more
efficient member of the group in which he
lives.
This is the basic philosophy under¬
lying every curriculum adjustment."
Actually, retarded children need to master comparatively
few academic skills.

If a dull child of the educable group

can learn to read the newspaper and a few magazines, to write
passable personal letters, to keep a cash account, to apply
simple arithmetic to simple problems, and to make some sort
of budget, he has an adequate scholastic (academic) equip¬
ment for the kind of work lie is likely to do*

Time saved

from subjects that are useless to inferior students can be
used in training these children in good personal habits,

sat¬

isfactory emotional responses, adequate social adjustments,
and proper vocational preparation.
By way of summary then, the general aims of special ed¬
ucation seem to be to inaugurate a program which will be
geared to aid the child in living as full and useful life as
he is able whether in his own community or in a residential
school.

The teacher should attempt to teach them to work,

-38play, and share with others; to participate in social activ¬
ities; to be tidy and neat in their dress and habits; to care
for property; and to see the need of rules and regulations,
to help make and to obey them.
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Procedure

—

To gain a picture of the work being car¬

ried out in the private and state schools throughout the coun¬
try, a list of 58 schools and institutions were selected from
the lists kept on file in the offices of the Americanr-Association on Mental Deficiency*

In selecting these schools, an

attempt was made to pick only those institutions where known
valuable training programs were in operation, or where the ra¬
tio of teachers per pupils was high*
A list of respondents to the questionnaire sent out can
be found in the Appendix*
In treating the replies received, each questionswill be
listed as a chapter heading.

Not all respondents answered all

questions and not all questions proved of equal value, as will
be shown in the discussion of the individual questions*

It was

the aim, however, to learn where weaknesses and ambiguities lie
and to avoid these pitfalls in preparing a second questionnaire
to be sent to public school special classes*

This second ques¬

tionnaire is treated elsewhere in this paper.
Questionnaire

—

There are 13 questions which were ask¬

ed specifically, but the addresses were asked to give as much
other information as they wish and which they might feel would
be of value to someone setting up a class in special education.
In each case, the questions which appear on the following pages

-41were preceded with:

"Particularly I should like to know:"

The Size of Your Classes

--

Answers to this question

ranged from "individual instruction" to "Twenty-five pupils
in?: a class."

In most cases, however, these large classes

were classes in physical education or some recreational en¬
deavor.
The average reply seems best represented by the follow¬
ing:

"Ideally we try to keep our classes between 12 and 15,

although there have been a number of times we have had to go
well above this in order to meet the childrens1 needs."
In reporting the information received, the average of the
numbers given in each questionnaire was computed and this av¬
erage has been used in Table I found on page 42.

As can be

seen on examination of this table, the median class contains
13 pupils.
REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS — "Varies, depending upon the
school population and number of new admissions during the sch¬
ool year. Average number is 18-20."
"Four or five to each teacher. For games, music and dra¬
matization two or three children are grouped together and one
teacher spends her time giving individual help where needed."
"The size of the classes is dependent entirely upon the
activity in which the class is engaged:
For example:
the
size of our FundamentalsSkills classes range from 6 to 12 stu¬
dents each. Home Economics and Industrial Arts classes aver¬
age about 6 students each. Music groups from small choral
groups and instrumental groups to larger therapy groups and
music appreciation groups. Arts and Crafts Classes range from
10 to 15 students each."

-42TABLE I
Average Number of Pupils in Classes

of pupils

Replies

No. of pupils

Replies

1

0

12

3

2

0

13

2

3

0

14

1

4

3

15

2

5

1

16

2

6

3

17

0

7

0

18

1

8

1

19

1

9

1

20

1

10

2

21

1

11

0

22

2

4.

..

..

.- ..

...

Table I indicates that the median number of pupils in
classes is thirteen.
How You Breakdown Your Groups Into Classes— Consider¬
able uniformity was shown in the reply to this question.

It

was found that a combination of or all of the following meth
ods were used:
a. Mental Age.
b.
Chronological Age.
c. I.Q,.
d. Physical size.
The average reply followed these lines:
"...In all cases,
it is our aim to form the students into groups which are most
homogenous."

The General Subject Matter Attacked (perhaps best expres¬
sed as general aim)* —

In compiling the answers to this ques¬

tion the statements listed in all replies was recorded and then
the following composite aim formed:
The general aim is the complete develop¬
ment of each individual so that he will be
a better adjusted; socially accepted; and
self-supporting, contributing member of so¬
ciety*
The general subject matter attacked can best be exem¬
plified by:
"...we stress reading, to get needed information;
writing and spelling, for correspondence; arithmetic, for ev¬
eryday living (money, time, and measurement)."
Do You Have A Curriculum Guide For Your Teachers?

— Thir¬

ty replies were received, only nineteen chose to answer this
question.

The results were tabulated as follows:
Yes

7

No

10

In Construction

2

NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "No printed curriculum. Work
based on topics under such headings as the Community, lob
Areas, Citizenship, etc. and geared to group levels."
"Definitely the teachers need a curriculum guide."
"The only curriculum guide my teachers have is that
everything they teach must be completely practical."
The Reading; Systems Used

—

It seemed that the best way

to treat this question was to list the names of the reading
systems mentioned.

They are reported here with the system

most used listed first and the frequency of use decreasing as
as one progresses down the list:
a.

Scott Foresman

-44b.
c.
D*

MaoMillin
Ginn and Company
Charles Merrill’s Phonic Book

Companies that were cited only once are not reported here.
REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS — tfWe develop reading by the
use of experience charts, using much teacher prepared mimeo¬
graphed material.”
”A combination of several.”
”...but we find that no one approach is sufficient.”
”No one system is used exclusively#”
”The reading system is highly individualized, using
the method which seems most effective for the child.”
The Writing System Used

—

Replies to this question were

quite similar in type to those to the previous question (read¬
ing system).

The preponderance of replies specified that ”no

special system” was used.
The Zaner Bloser System was listed by three of the schools
Other systems mentioned only once were the Kolbufcn Beginner
Writer System and the C. E. Seale and Co# System*
SAMPLE COMMENTS

—

”.#.combination of several#”

”The reading and writing systems are based on the par
ticular needs.”
’’Writing is an individual matter.”
”Children in the classroom may use different types
of writing.”
’’Another technique which we are finding successful
is that of using typewriter to motivate students to read and
spell and to develop manual dexterity.”
Do You Have A Speech Program?

—

Answers to this ques¬

tion were of the same type as those to the question on Curric¬
ulum Guide (page 43)*
wer this question.

Nineteen of the schools chose to ans¬

The results were:
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Yes
No

12
7

NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "A number of our teachers have
studied speech and work with children who are handicapped in
this area*”
”...choral speaking and dramatics are prominent in
the school program.”
”We found that only a very small percent (less than
one) of our children could carry over from the speech class¬
rooms the speech training received. We provide all teachers
with test books to help guide them in speech training and cor¬
rection.”
What Achievement Measures Are Used and How Often?

— Re¬

plies to this question were processed in the same manner as
were those to question regarding reading system (page 1+3)*

The

tests used are listed according to frequency, with the most
used test appearing at the top of the list.

Tests which were

cited only once, do not appear.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Metropolitan Readiness Test.
Standard Achievement Test.
California Achievement Test.
Wide Range Achievement Test*
Progressive Achievement Test.

COMMENTS — Two of the above were listed, then:
other standard tests are used for specific situation...”
”Two of the above listed were mentioned, then: ...
but we found that it is difficult to administer them properly
with retarded children. We use them only in special cases for
specific reasons.”
One of the above listed was mentioned, then: ”...
then each six weeks the teachers enter on the student's record
a brief summary in narrative form of the progress of each stu¬
dent under his supervision.”
”Our teachers use tests which they design to cover
the material taught.”
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As for the second half of this question, how often these
tests are administered.

The results are tabulated below.

Six of the nineteen respondents to this question did not
specify exactly when their tests were administered.

Six ot¬

hers specified the end of the school year, five the beginn¬
ing of the school year and two at the end of each semester.
The results indicate that the end of the school year is
preferable although not by a very large margin.
COMMENTS —"Achievement is measured by:
observation
reports (daily performance), Achievement Battery Tests (ev¬
ery few months), Psychological tests (bi-annually) and emo¬
tional tests annually."
The Length of the Class Day
been better stated as:

—

This question might have

"The amount of time ddvoted to the da¬

ily academic instruction of educable pupils."
As it was, the question was ambiguous and replies ranged
from 2i to 6g hours.

It was clear in some cases that lunch

times and other non-instruction periods were included.

In

other cases, the time listed was the time the school was ac¬
tually open, although it was known that a series of different
pupils attend within this time.
In view of the questionable value of this querry, no re¬
sults wre reported, for any results compiled would not give a
true picture of time spent.
Any Special Training Techniques Peculiar To Your System
In order that the reader may get a clearer picture of what
special techniques are being used in some of the schools, a num-

-47ber of direct quotes will be given.
ers.

"Teaching materials developed by children and teach¬
We do not use a system of readers or workbooks.”

"We have what I believe to be one training technique
which is particularly outstanding. This is in the area of
speech training. Under direction of our Coordinator of Adjunc¬
tive Therapies, a method employing a Memory Trainer repeatedly
bombards the student's senses with auditory speech sounds
while he is asleep.
The process continues for a short time af¬
ter he awakens and is followed by a speech therapy session con¬
ducted by the Speech Clinician. Another technique which we
are finding successful is that of using typewriters to motivate
students to read and spell and to develop manual dexterity.”
”The technique peculiar to our set-up is that indiv¬
idual help is given to every child. All teaching is individ¬
ualized.”
"Many Audio-Visual Aids are used by the teacher in
working with our pupils.”
”We use music, dramatics, and dancing to remove emo¬
tional and frustration blocks.”
"Breakdown of an activity or information into its sim¬
plest component steps; as they are learned they are integrated.”
Any Special Programs

—

The importance of field trips

was emphasized in the majority of questionnaires.

Their impor¬

tance is derived from the fact that for the mentally retarded
child, a learning situation which is concrete is retained far
easier than an abstract classroom presentation.
Nearly all schools answering this question made use of
field trips, and a list of some of the locales visited follows:
airports
kitchens
factories
dairies
radio stations
farms

laundries
bakeries
museums
zoos
fire stations
planeteriums

orchards
power plants
green houses
post offices
historical spots
local and state fairs

The emphasis that is placed upon field trips and upon mu-

-48sic as part of the program for the mentally retarded child is
expressed in the following reply:
"The foundation of my entire school centers upon your
eleventh question* I believe that if my children are exposed
to all the things a normal child knows end does my children
will retain some of the things that go on around them in the
world* One half of my educational program is trips, field
trips, music, arts and crafts, sewing, and vocational train¬
ing*
These are the points a child must know and learn well.
These are the facts that the ,man on the street1 knows and
the facts that they expect the person next to them to know and
understand."
"...teachers are encouraged to use field trips and ot¬
her aids."
"...we use many field trips and use them to develop the
unit."
"...music seems to be their (retarded children) special
delight and is excellent for them."

...

"The pupils in our school are taken on many field trips

"We find that music is a very important part of our
school program."
"That which you indicate in parenthesis (field trips,
music, etc.) which you consider special programs are an integ¬
ral part of our training. We regularly send the students on
field trips so that they may have as many concrete and first
hand experiences as possible. We employ as many audio-visual
aids as possible and use music throughout the day in many areas for the psychological factors."
What I.Q. Range Do You Consider Educable - Below Which
Formal Education. Even At A Very Slow Pace. Seems Impractical?
—

The majority of replies stress the inadvisability of us¬

ing only I.Q. scores to determine whether a child is educable
or trainable, or for that matter, a candidate for special ed¬
ucation.

Where numerical values were given,

.50 was consider¬

ed as the lowest practical level for the educable group.

All

49seern to agree that some pupils between the levels of .40 and
.50 should be given an opportunity to work along with the educable group.
In a number of replies the terminology "educable" and
"trainable" seemed to meet with disapproval.
EXAMPLE COMMENTS — "we do not make any distinction be¬
tween various types of education."
"The students who are receiving training in our pro¬
gram range in I.Q.’s from 25 through 90."
"In the broadest sense of the concept, any child who
is trainable is educable."
"It is our philosophy (based on many years of expe¬
rience) that children from about 25 I.Q* and up should receive
formal education if it can be done on an individualized group
plan, 4 to 8 in a class....any accomplishment in this area
(formal education) gives them a great feeling of satisfaction
and success and helps in their social maturation. It is also
a source of joy to their parents and families."
Education of Parents

—

Table II shows the methods re¬

ported and the frequency of reporting.

Methods that were

listed only once, do not appear in this table.

i

-50TABLE II
Education of Parents

Method

Number

Parent Organization
Assoc, for Help to Retarded Children
Parent-Teachers Association
Mother’s Club

9

Lectures (by staff)

5

Reading Matter

3

Conferences

3

Consultations

3

Discussions

3

Parent-Staff Organizations

3

Personal Interviews

2

Table II indicates that Parent Organizations are used
more frequently to educate parents.
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CHAPTER VIII
SURVEY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Procedure

—

To get an insight into what was being done

in public schools in Massachusetts, a list of 90 teachers of
special classes was obtained from the Massachusetts Department
of Education, Division of Special Education.

These 90 teach¬

ers were selected from a file containing the names of all the
special class teachers in Massachusetts.
To obtain a representative sampling, the name of one spe¬
cial class teacher was taken from the small towns and as the
number of special class teachers increased, because of the
size of the town, the number of special class teachers taken
increased, i.e., ten special class teachers were contacted in
Boston.
Of the 90 teachers contadted by the original, and a fol¬
low-up questionnaire, 62 chfese to answer.

Twenty-six of the

sixty-two were no longer associated with special education
because they had left the field or had retired.
Questionnaire

—, The questionnaire contained 31 ques¬

tions and a request for Programs of Study and any printed mat¬
ter that would help one to understand the program better.
How Many Special Glasses Have You?

—

The results are

found in Table III on page 53*
The teachers from the large cities reported how many spe¬
cial classes there were in the city, not how many they taught.

-53EXAMPLE
Springfield.

—

nl6 elementary, 10 junior high," -

"I teach one class, city of Lynn has 17.w
"24 in city," - Worcester.
"122 classes, 1836 pupils," - Boston.

TABLE III
Number of Special Classes

Number of classes

Frequency

1

22

2

7

3

2

4

1

5

1

6

1

What is Your Average Enrollment? —

The average enrol¬

lment of special classes in Massachusetts Public Schools are
found in Table IV on page 54.
Massachusetts Regulations pertaining to special classes
stipulate:

educable - limit of 18,
trainable - limit of 12.

Table IV shows that eighty-seven percent of the respon¬
dents are within these limits*

•**5 4—
TABLE IV
Average Enrollment

Number in class

Frequency

1-3

0

4-6

0

7-9

0

10-12

6

13 - 13

,

16 - 18

19 -21

13
12

5

Table IV shows that the average enrollment is between 13
and 18 pupils*
Who Refers the Pupils to the Special Class?

—

The re¬

sults are found in Table V on page 55*
Although the table does not indicate it, fifteen replies
checked the Teacher, Principal, and Psychologist combination.
The table indicates that the Psychologist is used most
frequently, followed by the Teacher and the Principal*
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TABLE V
Who Refers Pupils to Class

Method

Number

Psychologist

26

Teacher

19

Principal

17

Parent

3

Where Is the Class Locate^?- —

The results of this ques¬

tion are tabulated in Table VT.

TABLE VI
Location of Class

Location

Number

Elementary School

28

Junior High

10

High School

0

Building of its own

6

Other

1

Table VI indicates that most special classes are conduct¬
ed in elementary schools with Junior High a poor second* The
table also shows that there are no classes conducted in High
Schools.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS —

"One center for 180 boys."-Boston*

-56How Long ig the School Day?
question varied greatly.

—

The replies to this

Some replies included recesses and

noon hours, others broke down the school day and others made
a statement of hours used*

The results are found in Table

HI.

TABLE VII
School Day

Hours .

Frequency
6

Less than five
Five

H

More than five
Not specific

3
11

Table does not include lunch hours and recesses*
Five hours reoeived the most replies, although respondents
did not specify exactly how much time was spent in school.
How Are Pupils Selected For Special Class Training

— The

results are found in Table VIII on page 57#
If the question was answered at all the individual intel¬
ligence test was checked*
Some respondents mentioned the use of state schools such
as Belchertown and Wrentham.
Table VIII indicates the Individual intelligence tests
are used in most schools.

-57TABLE VIII
Selection of Pupils

Method

Number

Individual intelligence tests

34

Other

5

Group testing

4

Massachusettw Regulations governing Special Education
specifies that the Benet Individual Intelligence Test Form L
1937 revision must be used to determine whether a child is
a candidate for special class.
Who Does Your Testing? —

The replies to this question

indicate chiefly, testing is done by a psychologist.
Teachers and principals trained in testing, guidance per¬
sonnel and staffs of State institutions are also utilized by
some communities.
Does Your School System Employ A School Psychologist?

—

Fifteen respondents answered yes, seventeen answered no and
four left the question unanswered.

Most of the questionnaires

that said their school system employed a school psychologist
were from large cities, i.e., Boston, Springfield, Lynn, etc.
In a few cases the respondents reported utilizing psycho¬
logists on the staff of a state institution.
What Is The Lowest I.Q,. Level Accepted?

—

This ques¬

tion is best answered by the provisions of the law governing

-58
special education:
educable

50 -79

trainable

20 - 49

custodial

0-19

NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "Ability to conform to group
rather than level of intelligence.”
"Depends on circumstances."
How Do You Select These Groups? —

The results are found

in Table IX.

TABLE IX
Group Selection

Method

Frequency

I.Q.

15

Mental Age

15

Chronological Age

11

Physical stature

4

I.Q. and Mental Age received the largest number of re¬
plies with Chronological Age a close second.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS

—

"What each has the ability to

do."
"Individual needs."
"Ability to read a certain amount."
"Divided according to reading and arithmetic levels other work like spelling individual."

-59"Interest level.”
"We work with them at their

own levels.”

"General chronological age after mental age.”
Do You Divide Pupils Into Groups For Academic Instruction?
The replies to this question were unanimous with all re¬
spondents stating that they did use the group method of instruc¬
tion.
Reading System Used

—

The results are tabulated in Tabl6

X.

TAB LB X
Reading System

System
No specific system

Frequency
11

Scott Foresman

5

Combinati6anof many

4

Unanswered

k

Ginn & Company

3

Row Peterson

3

Bobbs Merrill

2

Winston

2

'

The table indicates that a majority of teachers use no
specific system, Scott Foresman tabulated a poor second.
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COMMENT —
"Lots and lots of reading readiness; lots
and lots of pre-primer*"
Writing System Used

--

The results are found in Table

XI below:

TABLE XI
Writing System

System

Frequency

Rhinehart Functional Handwriting

11

Zaner Bloser

7

No specific system

6

Palmer method

4

Unanswered

4

Rhinehart Functional Handwriting received the most re¬
plies with Zaner Bloser and no specific system close behind*
The systems that received only one reply are not repor¬
ted*
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS
legibility."

—

"No special system work for

Is Your Writing System Based on the 1 (line) and 0 (cir¬
cle) theory?

—

The replies to this question are of no val¬

ue because it is obvious from the replies that the respondents
did not understand the question*
What Subjects Do You Teach These Croups? -taught are found in Table XII on page 61*

The subjects

61-
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TABLE XII
Subjects Taught

Subject

Frequency

Reading

35

Arithmetic

35

Writing

33

Spelling

32
>

Social Studies

21

Language

12

Music

11

Handcrafts

11

Drawing-Art

10

Science

9

Hygiene and Health

7

Manual Training

6

Physical Training

6

Cooking and Sewing

4

Subjects mentioned only once:
Cooking

Character Training

Guidance

Current Events

Speech

Occupations

Safety

Phonics

The table indicates that reading and arithmetic are taught
by all but one of the respondents.
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NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS
are fully adjusted."

.d
o

"None yet although I plan to have some when children

62

Do You Have A Special Class Program of Studies? — Five
respondents chose to leave this question unanswered.

The re

maining thirty-one were divided in the following manner:
Yes

16

No

15

The Massachusetts Division of Special Education is work
ing on a Program of Studies which is expected to be releas¬
ed by September, 1955.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS
derstand."

—

"State is working on one, I un

"Not yet."
Do You Make Use of Audio-Visual Aids?

—

A large ma¬

jority of respondents, thirty-four of the thirty-six, said
they did make use of Audio-Visual Aids.

It would seem that

there is as much value in the use of Audio-Visual Aids in
special education as there is in the regular classroom.
How Do You Measure Achievement?

—

The results are

found in Table XIV.

TABLE XIV
Measuring Achievement
Instrument

Frequency

Standardized Tests

15

Combination of two
(Standardized & Teacher made)

11

Teacher Made Tests

7

Unanswered

2

64The table shows that Standardized Tests are used by a
majority of the respondents.
Teacher made tests are also
utilized, but not as frequently.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS

—

"Done by a Psychologist."

If You Use Standardized Tests, Which Ones Are They?
The results are tabulated in Table XV.

TABLE XV
Standardized Tests Used

Test

Frequency

Metropolitan Achievement

10

Unanswered

8

Stanford Achievement

6

California Achievement

3

Gates

2

Otis Mental Maturity

2

Tests mentioned only once are not reported.
Metropolitan Achievement Tests are used by most of the
respondents. Stanford Achievement Tests were second and Cal¬
ifornia Achievement was a poor third.
Do You Use An Achievement (report) Card For Parents?
Thirty of the respondents said they did use an achievement
(report) card.

Five did not use one and one respondent left

the question unanswered.

A number of the respondents said

they favored a special type of report card, i.e., other than

-65the one that is used by the regular classes.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS

—

"Card plus letter or home visit."

"Regular report card is used."
"In _, the Primary Card was used.
special type of report."

I favor a

Please list the Types of Machines on Which You Have Train¬
ed Pupils

—

The results are tabulated in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI
Types of Machines

Machine

Machine

Frequency

Frequency

lig Saw

21

Band Saw

4

Hand Plane

ia

Drill Press

4

Looms

15

Wood Lathe

3

Planer

9

Metal Lathe

1

Typewriter

8

Sewing Machine

1

Bench Saw

7

Unanswered

11

lig Saw, hand plane, and looms received the largest num¬
ber of replies. Planer, typewriter and bench saw are found
in the next group.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS

—

"None yet."

"Typewriter would be excellent, I intend to ask for
one."
"Holder looms and bead looms."
"Wood lathe is the only power machine I*ve used."

66-
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Is Any Special Instruction Given In:

The results are

found in Table XVII.

TABLE XVII
Special Instruction

Frequency

Instruction

Frequency

Sewing

26

Upholstering

1

Painting

16

Good Grooming

1

Housekeeping

15

Cement Work

0

Instruction

Printing

7

Shoemaking and rep. 0

Cooking

6

Auto repairing

0

Unanswered

6

Sewing 4s at the top of this table with painting and
housekeeping as runners-up*
It is significant to note that although quite a large
majority of respondents give special instruction in sewing
only one uses a sewing machine. (Table XVTII - page 67•)
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "We are in the process of try¬
ing to develop a more adequate pre-vocational training pro¬
gram for our adolescent mentally handicapped boys and girls.
"Not in my primary group."
"I hope for all of these in time."
With Which Type of Machine Training Have You Achieved
the Most Success?
XVIII on page 67.

—

The results are tabulated in Table

-67table XVIII
Successful Machine Training

Machine

Frequency

Unanswered

24

Jig-Saw

4

Wood

3

None

3

Wood Lathe

2

Sewing

1

Twenty-four respondents chose to leave this question un¬
answered. Of the twenty-one respondents that said they had
trained pupils on a jig-saw, only four reported having suc¬
cess. It is again significant that of the twenty-six respon¬
dents that taught sewing, only one used a sewing machine and
found it successful.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS
classes."

—

"No machines for either of my

"Four or five older boys go to the regular shop teach
er two afternoons a week from 12:35 to 2:15."
"Only in senior high special classes."
Are There Any Machines Which You Feel Should Be Avoided?
There were only a few replies to this question.

One re¬

spondent said that there were machines that should be avoided
but did not list them.
should be avoided.

Another said that the circular saw

The remaining replies are listed below.

It would seem that the few respondents that chose to ans¬
wer the question feel that power machines should be avoided.

68-
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NO TEWORTHY COMMENTS

--

"Yes, all electric and power."

"Any power machine with low I.Q.'s."
"Any power machines."
"...without strict supervision accidents might
occur using power machines.”
"Depends on ability of child.”
"Depends on strict supervision."
What Arts and Grafts Do You Carry on Other Than The Ma¬
chine Type?

—

In Table XIX

the Arts and Crafts are listed

under the general headings, such as paper work, painting, mold
ing, etc.

Under these general headings are listed anything

that pertains to the heading.

The number in the frequency col

umn opposite the general heading is the total of all the Arts
and Crafts listed under it.

TABLE XIX
Arts and Crafts

Arts and Crafts
Paper Work

Frequency
27

Paper Mache

9

Paper Cutting

3

Paper Pasting

1

Paper Coloring

1

Paper Tearing

1

Paper Folding

1

Toys made from rolled newspaper

1

69Arts and Crafts

Frequency

Molding

15

Clay Work

7

Plaster Casting

A

Modeling

3

Ceramics

1

Painting

12

Finger painting
Poster painting

4
>

2

Textile painting

1

Stenciling

3

Block printing

2

Wood Craft

10

Hand Tool Modeling

5

Puppetfe

2

Ornaments

1

Wood Burning

1

Driftwood

1

Weaving

9

Sewing

6

Embroidery

1

Crocheting

1

Pot Holders

1

Bean Bags

1

Knitting

5

-70Arts and Crafts

Frequency

’■y

Basketry

4

Leather Craft

3

Metal Crafts

3

Rug W6rk

3

Rug Braiding

2

Rug Hooking

1

Cane Seating
Drawing

2
>

2

Beads

1

The table indicates that paper work is far out front in
the Arts and Crafts for special classes with molding and
painting poor second and third,
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "Art instructor comes regular¬
ly, teaches such things as murals,"
"Program not developed sufficiently to answer."
"All types that they can manage."
"They had work with Art Supervisor."
Can the Pupil Carry On Any of These Arts and Crafts by
Himself (without direct supervision)?

—

Ten respondents

chose to leave this question unanswered, fifteen said the
crafts could be carried on without supervision and seven said
that the crafts could not be carried out without supervision.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "Yes, when once shown what to do,
can do alone until he meets with difficulty."
"Yes, depends on age level."

-71"They need supervision.n
T,After sufficient guidance#"
"A few of the older ones can do so or those with ex¬
perience of two or three years of such work."
If "No" How Long A Training Period Is Required Before He
Can?

—

Twenty-seven respondents chose to leave this ques¬

tion blank.

The replies that were received are listed below:

"I have not reached that period yet with most of my
pupils."
"Six months."
"Depends upon individual."
"After he has done one chair, he can go ahead by him¬
self."
"Depends on ability of child concerned."
"The younger pupils with less experience have to be
watched when using scissors, etc. I have the Big Brother idea so that the older pupils help the younger or less experi¬
enced."
"Depends on the child and his rate of learning, plus
his power of retention."
"Always supervised."
"Needs guidance."
If "Yes", fflease Underscore Those He Can Carry Out Alone
The results are tabulated in Table XX on page 72.
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS
instruction."

—

"Any of them, after thorough

"If steps in the development of skills associ¬
ated with a craft are carefully and slowly developed, the ch¬
ild involved can eventually work without direct supervision.
A project in any craft, however, must be developed and pre¬
sented ."
"Some can cut, crayon, paint for short periods
alone•"

72
TABLE XX
Arts and Crafts That Can Be Carried Out Alone

Arts and Crafts
Unanswered

Frequency
24

Weaving

4

Painting

4

Paper Cutting

3

Drawing

2

Clay

2

Paper Mache

1

Metal Crafts

1

Do You Have Any Special Program For The Education and
Rehabilitation of Parents of Retarded Children?

—

The re¬

sults are found in Table XXI on page 73*
The table indicates the consultations is the best meth¬
od of Parent Education, with P.T*A.'s as second choice*
NOTEWORTHY COMMENTS — "Many teachers belong to Mas¬
sachusetts Special Education Chapter, meeting parents at
monthly meetings."

-73TABLE XXI
Parent Education

Method

Frequency

Consultation

22

Parent-Staff Organization
AHRC

3

PTA
Other

4

15
>

1

Lectures to parents by staff

5

None

5

Pamphlets

2

Unanswered

2

Bulletins

1

Workshops

1

Course work with parents

0

Additional Comments — ,TIbelieve that the teachings
of good grooming, household arts, safety and improved social
relationships among the pupils are most important. ”
".♦.the state course of study will be distributed in
September...”
"We work, study, play, no differently on the whole,
but at a slower tempo than the lower grades in our system.”
”A follow-up teacher interviews the parents if they
object to the placement of a child in special class after
the examination or testing and assists the child to get a
job when he is old enough.”

-74”Any special class program is elastic, that is, at
any time it can be changed to suit the children.”
"For four days we do academic work, with handwork
or art in all our classes.”
”A teacher has to work out her own program to meet
individual needs, depends on children*”
”You didnTt ask about transportation or equipment
which is impprtant if the education of these children is to
be adequately carried out.”

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were extracted from the ques¬
tionnaires that were seht to the private and state schools
throughout the country and the public schools of Massachusetts.
In private and state schools throughout the country the
following conclusions may be drawn, regarding Special Education.
a.
The average size class is thirteen, much individual
instruction is given.
b. Mental Age, Chronological Age, I.Q., and Physical Age
are the methods used in breaking down classes into groups.
c.
The composite general aim of these institutions is
the complete development of each individual, so that he will
be a better adjusted, socially accepted, and self-supporting,
contributing member of society.
d. Fifty-three percent of the institutions reporting did
not have a curriculum guide for teachers, thirty-seven had a
curriculum guide, and ten percent reported having a curriculum
guide in construction.
e. Most institutions reported that they used a "combina¬
tion of several systems" for the teaching of reading and writ¬
ing.
f. More than fifty percent of the respondents had a speech
program.

g.

g.
Standardized Tests are used by all but a few of the
respondents.
h.
The end of the school year was preferred, although
not by a very large margin, to administer Achievement Tests.
i.
There were many special training techniques reported,
the most unique being, the utilization of a Memory Trainer
that repeatedly bombafds the studentrs senses with auditory
speech sounds while he is asleep.
j. Nearly all respondents reported that field trips
were a necessary part of the school program.

-77k. The I.Q. range that the respondents reported was
considerably wider than the .50 to .79 that was set up by
the Massachusetts Divhion of Special Education.
l. Parent organizations are used more than any other
method for educating parents of retarded children.
The conslusions that were drawn from the public school
programs in Massachusetts are:
a. Most teachers teach only one class, a few others
have one group of children in the morning and another in the
afternoon.
b. With few exceptions, the number of pupils in special
classes fall within the limits set-up by the Massachusetts
Division of Special Education.
c. Psychologists refer most of the pupils to special
class.
The teacher is next, followed by the principal.
d. Most special classes $re located in elementary sc¬
hools. A few are located in junior high school and buildings
set aside for special classes. There are no classes located
in high schools.
e. Five hours or less was reported by most respondents
as the length of the school day. Massachusetts Division of
Special Education stipulates that classes for the "educable"
group must be as long as the regular school day.
f. Individual Intelligence Tests are the chief instru¬
ment for selecting pupils for special class instruction. The
Massachusetts Division of Special Education stipulated that
the 1937 Revision, form L Benet Individual Intelligence Test
must be used to select pupils for special classes.
g. Better than fifty percent of the teachers reporting
said their school system did not employ a school psychologist.
A few teachers said they utilized Psychologists on the staffs
of state institutions.
h. Most classes are broken down into groups by using
one or a combination of the following:
I.Q., Mental Age or
Chronological Age.
i. All the respondents broke their classes down into
groups for academic instruction.
j.
Reading, arithmetic, writing, spelling and social
studies are taught in almost all special classes.

-78k. Most teachers did not use any specific system for
the teaching of reading*
l. Rhinehart Functional Handwriting is the writing
system preferred by most special class teachers.
m. Music appreciation, rote singing, rhythm activities,
trips to museums and industrial plants, and sports activities
were the special programs that teachers had the best results
with.
n.
The number of teachers that do and the number of
teachers that do not have special class programs of study
are equally divided.
o. Ninety-four percent of the resppndents utilized
Audio-Visual Aids.
p. Most all teachers use standardized tests to measure
achievement.
q.

Most special class teachers use a report card.

r. Allarge number of teachers trained pupils on jig-saws,
hand planes, and looms. Planers, typewriters, and bench saws
were used by half as many teachers as the first group.
s.

Most all teachers gave special instruction in sewing.

t. Very few teachers felt they had success in training
pupils on power machinery.
u.
Various types of paper work, molding, and painting
were the arts and crafts that were carried on by most of the
respondents.
v.
The consultation technique was favored by most of
the teachers for educating parents of retarded children.
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APPENDIX I
RESPONDENTS TO PRIVATE SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

Mr. L. L. Kolburne, Director, The Kolburne School, West
Rocks Road, Norwalk, Connecticut.
Dr. Ernest N. Roselle, Superintendent, Southbury Train¬
ing School, Southbury, Connecticut.
Mr. Arthur A. Newman, Director, The Gramon School, Mead
Street, South Orange, New Jersey.
Dr. Walter Jacob, Director, The Training School at Vineland, Vineland, New Jersey.
Dr. J. Clifford Scott, Director, Deveraux Schools, Devon,
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Gale H. Walker, Superintendent, The Polk School, B.O.
Box 94> Polk, Pennsylvania.
Dr. E. Arthur Whitney, Director, Elwyn Training School,
Elwyn, Pennsylvania.
Mr. Edward L. Johnstone, President, The Woods School,
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